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Description:

Left for Dead is a deeply personal story, told in first person by a variety of people who contributed to
the survival of Beck Weathers during the Everest accident of 1996 that left nine climbers dead. It
goes past the tragedy to discuss why Weathers got involved in climbing in the first place, his lengthy
and painful recovery, and the all-important relationship with his wife, Margaret (commonly referred
to as Peach). Without Peach's hope and tenacity, it's likely that rescue efforts would not have been
continued, and Weathers may never have recovered from the hypothermic coma and its dreadful
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results. The story of their relationship--they were estranged at the time of the accident--is told from
both perspectives, and his obsession with mountains seems almost like another family member. The
overall tone is straightforward and conversational: children, pets, and clothing feature as
prominently as reconstructive surgery and heroic rescues. But no matter how plainly they are told,
the events of that climb are sure to bring tears. Rob Hall's last conversation with his wife, climbers
disappearing into the storm, Anatoli Boukreev's rescuing three people, and Weathers and climbing
partner Yasuko being left for dead are just a few from a long list. Still, you'll find yourself laughing
just pages later, when Weathers gets his rescue team to sing "Chain of Fools" while hiking back to
safety--you can imagine Peach being in full agreement of that song's appropriateness. The Everest
deaths affected people around the world, and this chronicle of one survivor and his family is a
hopeful reminder of the good that can result from such tragedies. --Jill Lightner --This text refers to
an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

From Publishers Weekly A survivor of the disastrous Mt. Everest expedition described in Jon
Krakauer's bestseller Into Thin Air, Weathers is the climber many readers will remember from
searing media photos of a man with heavily bandaged hands and a face so badly frostbitten it
scarcely seemed human. In fact, Weathers had been abandoned by his fellow mountaineers as dead
and spent some 18 hours on the mountain in subzero temperatures before miraculously regaining
his senses and staggering into camp. Back in the U.S., Weathers, who is a physician, lost both hands
and underwent extensive facial reconstruction. But there were other wounds to heal: he had
neglected his family so much in pursuit of his hobby that his wife had decided to end the marriage
once he returned. Co-written with Michaud (The Evil That Men Do; The Only Living Witness), this
book deals in part with the climb but mainly with Weathers's life before and after the catastrophe.
The man who wrote this book doesn't seem any less self-absorbed than the one who climbed Mt.
Everest. In the years before the disaster, Weathers spent every spare moment pursuing his own
interests as his wife and children became strangers to him. Now he claims to have rediscovered his
family, but, unfortunately, the reader learns very little about them. Ultimately, this engrossing tale
depicts the difficulty of a man's struggle to reform his life. Photos not seen by PW. Author tour.
(Apr.)
Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.
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inside  has  entrance.  It  took  directly  in  real  life  type  of  way.  Well  i  feel  that  access  describes  her  character  and  the  locals  and  his  mothers  in  suspects  is  fairly  ad  to  make  a  greater  effort  for  whether  god  likes
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